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CADP
Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes
Comprehensive toolboxComprehensive toolbox 
Rooted in concurrency theory
Various Verification approaches & techniques
Complete design cycle of asynchronous systems: p g y y y
specification, interactive simulation, rapid prototyping, 
verification, testing, performance evaluation
Continuously improved
since 1990
Distributed worldwide
http://cadp inria frhttp://cadp.inria.fr
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Applicabilitypp y

Students learning concurrency theory
How can the approach be applied in practice?

Students learning concurrency theory
instantiation of theoretical concepts
(process automata synchronization )(process, automata, synchronization, ...)
list of lectures: http://cadp.inria.fr/training

Scientists/Engineers building complex systemsScientists/Engineers building complex systems
assistance in all main design phases
most freq entl formal modelling and verificationmost frequently: formal modelling and verification
but also: performance evaluation, conformance testing, 
and rapid prototypingand rapid prototyping
list of case studies: http://cadp.inria.fr/case-studies
list of tools: http://cadp inria fr/softwarelist of tools: http://cadp.inria.fr/software
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Automation
Which tool support is proposed?

If abstraction is needed, how is it automated?

Completely automatic simulation tools
Need for experts to devise verification strategies

on-the-fly techniquesy q
compositional techniques
SVL (Script Verification Language)SVL (Script Verification Language)

Modelling languages with rich data types
ease the step from informal specifications to models
convenient targets for domain specific languagesg p g g
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Automation

T l tiTranslation 
from 
SystemVerilog
to LNT
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Integrationg
What are the benefits of integrating several approaches?

Tools and libraries for various abstraction levels
Documented interfacesDocumented interfaces
OPEN/CÆSAR architecture separating

language-dependent and
language-independent aspectslanguage independent aspects

Reuse of existing C-code (mostly data handling)
Ease development of new tools and prototypesEase development of new tools and prototypes
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Scalabilityy

Optimised to reduce memory before run time
How can the approach be applied at scale?

Optimised to reduce memory before run time
Distributed tools
Main asset:
Compositional techniquesp q

Gold medals in parallel tracks of RERS challenges
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Transfer

Towards a flat learning curve
How is teaching or training to be organized?

Towards a flat learning curve
Goal: autonomous users
analyzing confidential systems in-house
User-friendly languages with familiar syntaxUser friendly languages with familiar syntax
LNT: modelling asynchronous systems
MCL: model checking languageMCL: model checking language
Comprehensive
documentation
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Usefulness

200 di & 100 d l

Is the approach effective?

> 200 case studies & > 100 connected tools
Early error detectiony

Leveraging modelling effort over several activities

Counterexample generationCounterexample generation
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Ease of Use
How is ease of use achieved? Is the approach effective?

From mathematics to concrete computer science:
flat learning curve & intuitive syntaxg y

SVL (Script Verification Language)

Graphical user interface
Carefully selected default optionsCarefully selected default options
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Evaluation
Why will the approach be useful

for a wide range of critical applications?

Numerous case-studies with critical systems
// f /http://cadp.inria.fr/case-studies

Generic theoretical conceptsp
Modular architecture and interfaces
P i f f l h d b ib iPromotion of formal methods by contributions to 
challenges, contests, and model repositories 
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Conclusion
Software primacy
Stability

backward compatibility
no systematic inclusion
of prototype tools

Regular testing
collection of models, formulas, scripts ...
Documentation

manual pages for all tools
demo examples
user community
( )(web, FAQ, forum)
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